Geometry Worksheet

Draw Parallel Lines Using Triangle Rulers

Step 1. Draw line MN:

Step 2. Place two triangle rulers like this:

Step 3. Move one triangle against the another one, and draw line PQ:

Step 4. Line MN || PQ:
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Also, you can put the one of triangle ruler in another way:

Step 1. Draw line MN:

\[ \text{M} \quad \text{N} \]

Step 2. Place two triangle rulers like this:

\[ \text{M} \quad \text{N} \]

Step 3. Move one triangle against the another one, and draw line PQ:

\[ \text{M} \quad \text{N} \]

Step 4. Line MN // PQ:

\[ \text{M} \quad \text{N} \]